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Sole Proprietor 
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When initially creating the case, “Owner Occupation”  
must be selected as “Property Purpose”.

N.B Buy To Lets or second homes are not applicable  
for Joint Borrower Sole Proprietor applications.

You must then add at least two applicants to the application, maximum of four. 

Step 
two

Step 
one
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In the loan requirements section, select  
“Joint Borrower Sole Proprietor” as “Property Ownership Type”. 

Proceed to “Get a Decision”.

Step 
three

Step 
four
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Complete all other mandatory information as  
normal and complete the Decision in Principle (DIP).

N.B The total affordability figure provided at DIP must cover all  
mortgage borrowing in aggregate. This includes the mortgage being  

applied for and also any background residential properties.

If either applicant has any background residential mortgages, you must 
complete the “Existing Mortgages” section by inputting the balance of the 

mortgage in the necessary field, but input the mortgage payment as £1.  

Step 
seven

Step  
six

You will then need to confirm which applicants will be on the title deeds. 
N.B At least one applicant must be named on the title deeds  

and one applicant must not be named on the title deeds.

Step  
five
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Holiday Lets
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When creating a new case, the property purpose must be “Buy To Let”.

After inputting the applicants, proceed to “Get a Decision”.

On the loan requirements page, under “Letting type” select “Holiday Let”.

Step 
two

Step 
one

Step 
three
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Complete all other mandatory information as normal.

Enter the monthly rental income by using the following calculation: 
Take an average of the low, mid and high weekly rental figures provided 

by the letting agent x 24 weeks divided by 12. 

On the loan requirements page enter how many mortgaged Holiday Let 
properties the applicant owns including the current application.

Step  
five

Step 
six

Step 
four
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Second Homes 
(residential)
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If there are any background residential mortgages, you must complete the 
“Existing Mortgages” section by inputting the balance of the mortgage  

in the necessary field, but input the mortgage payment as £1.  

Complete all other mandatory information as  
normal and complete the Decision in Principle (DIP).

N.B The total affordability figure provided at DIP must cover all  
mortgage borrowing in aggregate. This includes the mortgage being  

applied for and also any background residential properties.

Step 
two

Step 
one
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This leaflet is available in large print,  Braille and  
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